
Abstract

Compared to fixed networks such as the Internet, mobile ad �

hoc networks present the routing protocol designer with
many more challenges. In this paper we examine some of the
tools used by designers to test their protocols. We propose
that emulation of a mobile wireless network reduces the
amount of time and effort in testing a routing protocol
compared with either field testing or full simulation of a
protocol stack. We present a system that emulates the
wireless layer of a protocol stack, describe how it operates
and comment on the user experience.

1. Introduction

A mobile ad � hoc network (MANET) is a network where
each of its nodes can act as a router. MANETs tend to be
based on wireless mobile nodes and unlike traditional
wireless systems such as IEEE 802.111 or GSM, MANETs
are not sturctured around base stations. Instead, nodes
communicate directly with each other. When a single hop
route between two nodes is not available, neighbouring
nodes can route packets for their neighbouring nodes. This
decentralised behaviour is ideal for situations where a
structured base station network with its central point of
failure characteristics is not suitable. However, maintaining
correct route information across a mobile, changing network
without central points of reference and without degrading
overall network performance due to large amounts of
signalling traffic is a major challenge.

Research at Trinity College into 4th Generation Networks [1]
has focussed on a scenario where the core high � speed
network using evolved IP protocols serves to connect very
large populations of mobile users, many of whom are
equipped with wireless communicators. We have designed
and implemented a flexible communications stack which
allows for the stack layers to by dynamically reconfigured.
The range of layers spans from the physical layer (radio,
IrDA drivers) to application level (web, voice telephony).
Implementing a MANET routing protocol involved creating
a layer in this stack. The stack runs on the Microsoft
Windows 98/NT/2000 operating systems and also on
Windows CE. A demonstation system we have uses serveral
handheld Windows CE devices running this stack, with

1 IEEE 802.11 has a peer to peer capability that is called 'ad� hoc'
node.However, this is not the same as an ad � hoc network in the
MANET sense of the word, as it is not a multihop routing
protocol.

IEEE 802.11b cards to provide radio connectivity and a
MANET protocol called Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [2]
that provide multihop connectivity. A voice telephony
application sits on top of the stack and users are able to make
voice calls to each other even though they may be out of
direct range. Other physical layers we have implemented
allow communication across IrDA infrared, Bluetooth and
custom built VHF radios. This decentralised network
structure also makes it difficult to charge for network usage
and this is one reason why use of ad � hoc networks has been
mainly restricted to closed user group (such as military)
applications so far.

The emerging field of ad � hoc networks has given rise to a
plethora of routing protocols and architectures. Presently,
there are far more protocol drafts and designs than there are
implementations as testing a wireless ad � hoc network
requires significant organisational skills and human
resources [3]. Simulators such as NS [4] give the protocol
designer a very detailed account of events that occur in a
given simulated scenario. However, often this level of detail
is not required and the protocol designer would favour a
more hands � on simulator that would allow them to
interactively engage with their protocol. Furthermore, if a
protocol must be implemented twice, one time for the
simulator and again for the deployment stack, this adds to
the implementation workload. In this paper, we present a
wireless ad � hoc network emulator that allows the protocol
designer to interactively test their algorithms and
implementation in place. We observe that for the ad � hoc
routing protocol designer, at the initial design stage, a
macro � level view of a scenario is more useful than the
micro � level view offered by non � realtime simulations.

The following sections outline the design of the flexible
communications stack, the challenges faced by ad � hoc
protocol designers and the design of our network emulation
tool, JEmu.

2. Flexible communications stack

The NTRG flexible communications stack was created in
order to provide a testbed for mobile wireless networking on
a range of devices. The layered structure of the stack allows
the the user insert, remove and replace layers in the stack
dynamically.

Figure 1 depicts an example MANET network using the
stack. There are four layers in this stack, a datagram layer, a
DSR ad � hoc routing layer, a MAC layer and the physical
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layer, in this case a small VHF transceiver. The datagram
layer provides a means of addressing other nodes and the
DSR layer will endeavour to correctly route packets it
receives, whether from other nodes or from itself, to a
destination node. The MAC layer improves network
performance by reducing the amount of packet collisions and
the radio layer controls the radio hardware. The shaded
region around each node indicates its transmission radius and
the black connecting lines represent the connectivity
between nodes.

An applicationon thehandheld,suchasvoicetelephonyor a
web browser,passesa packetdown to the datagramlayer
alongwith a destinationaddress.TheDSRlayer thentriesto
esablisha route to the destinationby sendingroute request
packetsto it's neighbours,who in turn may do likewise.
After a routehasbeenestablished,packetscanbetransferred
betweenthe two nodes.DSR also ensuresthat if the route
changes,suchasan intermediarynodemoving out of range
or the destinationnodemoving closer,thata new routewill
befound with a minimum of signalling overhead.

The design of the stack makes it easy to remove DSR and
insert a different ad � hoc routing protocol, such as OLSR [5]
for example, without disrupting the upper or lower layers.
This flexiblity is crucial when designing new protocols as it
allows the designer to rapidly try out new protocols in new
stack configurations.

3. The Need for Emulation

There have been many protocols and algorithms proposed to
address the wide range of issues that a mobile ad � hoc
network presents. To aid comparison of different ad � hoc
routing protocols, a framework document contatining
qualtiative properties, quantitative metrics and network

contexts that can be used to assess mobile ad � hoc network
protocols was created and this became RFC 2501 [6].
Examples of qualtiative properties of a protocol include
distrubuted operation, loop � freedom, demand based or
proactive operation, security concerns, sleep modes
(essential when considering portable battery powered units)
and unidirectional link support. Quantitative metrics of a
protocol include end � to � end throughput, percentage out of
order delivery and several efficiency ratios. The network
context parameters that describe the network include
network size, network connectivity, link capacity,
topological rate of change etc.

Each ad � hoc network protocol concentrates on different
metrics and characteristics. So, while one protocol might
perform well in a high mobility, low node, low connectivity
context, it might not perform so well in a high node, low
mobility context. Recent protocols such as the Zone Routing
Protocol [7] or Fisheye [8] have parameters that can be tuned
according to network context to improve protocol
performance. Being able to invent new mechanisms in ad �

hoc routingprotocolsto overcomethemanychallengesof a
mobile network is as important as tuning an implemented
protocolto achieveoptimumefficiency.At thedesignstage,
it's important not to get consumed in the detail of a
simulationbut insteadto focuson the broaderissuesof the
problem.For example,a protocolwhich is very efficient in
one highly testedscenariomight suffer from a high level
problemsuchaslooping messagesor inability to detail with
unidirectional nodes. [9] argues than when an ad� hoc
network protocol designer is exploring a new area where
many issues are unclear, the need to quickly explore a
variety of alternatives can be more important that a detailed
result of a specific scenario and that a more abstract
simulation can also make the effects of a change in algorithm
distinct, where they would be obscured by other effects in a
more detailled simulation.

Figure 1. A mobile ad � hoc network with eight handheld nodes.
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Instead of simulating the entire stack, which would require
the duplication of a large amount of code, it is possible to
simulate only the physical layer of the stack and leave the
rest of the stack untouched. This way, the actual network
protocols which reside higher up in the communications
stack remain in place and can be tested in real time with real
applications on it. And since the simulation is running in
real � time with real data, it can be called an emulator.

Implementing the NTRG stack in a simulator would have
been a large amount of work but compared to the person
hours required to physically move about the nodes into the
variety of patterns and positions needed to experiment with
and validate ad � hoc network routing protocols, a simulated
version would have been preferable.

However, instead of simulating the whole stack, a real time
simulator was made to replace only the radio components of
the stack. This allowed us to continue to develop our stack
codebase, and the ad � hoc routing protocolsthat run on it,
without having to reimplementthem for a simulator.Using
NS with its emulationcapabilitieswas considered,but its
lack of interactivevisualisationtoolsand 'IP datagram'level
of emulation did not really lend itself suitable as a
straightforwardradio replacement.Whatwasneededwasan
emulator that offered real time emulation of the radio
environment,at a detail level of interestto ad� hoc routing
protocol designers and with an interactive visualisation tool
that would be designed for their needs.

The key features necessary for a useful network emulator for
us were:

� Ease of node placement and movement.
� Real time emulation of the radio layer.
� Integration into the NTRG stack without any changes to

the layers above.
� Ability to correctly handle hidden node and exposed

node situations.
� Unidirectional links and per � node transmit ranges.

To meet these needs we created a radio � replacing emulator

called JEmu and the following section outlines the design of
the system.

4. Design of JEmu

In a typical test scenario, a number of laptops and palmtops
running the NTRG protocol stack are each connected to a
small custom built VHF transceiver. The nodes are then
spaced out to create the desired network topology. In order to
minimise changes to the network stack, the layer of the stack
that normally interfaces with the radio hardware is replaced
with a layer that communicates to the JEmu network
emulator shown in figure 2.

The JEmu wireless network emulator is a stand alone
application that accepts connections from JEmu clients
which are usually the lowest layer in the NTRG stack. To
allow multiple, independent stacks to connect to it, the
emulation engine was designed around a client/server model:
each stack has a radio emulation layer (that replaces the
existing layer that connects to the radio hardware) as a client
that connects to the emulator server. If the emulator is run on
the same machine as a client stack, this connection is local,
but if the emulator is run on a different machine the client
can connect to the emulator remotely over a TCP/IP
network. Obviously, to keep the emulation as close to real �

time as possible, the connection network should have low
latency and high bandwidth, such as fast ethernet.

Messages, usually some form of datagrams, are sent down
into the JEmu Radio layer in a stack and this layer sends
these messages on to the JEmu emulator. Messages to and
from the emulator and inside the emulator are called
fragments as they may only be part of a longer packet. The
emulator sends fragments back to the JEmu connection layer
should there be a fragment for it to receive. This closely
mimics the behaviour of the radio interface layer and the
radios we use. The following sequence of events is a more
detailed description of what happens when a packet is sent
down the stack to the JEmu layer and this sequence is
illustrated in figure 4. The nodes are positioned as indicated

Figure 2. Six nodes connect to the JEmu Network Emulator.



in table 1 by the user dragging the nodes into positition,
shown in figure 3.

Step 1. A message is passed down the stack to the JEmu
Radio layer.

Step 2. The JEmu Radio layer prepends this message with
the source Node ID and then is sent by UDP to the emulation
engine. Figure 4 shows nodes 1 and 2 sending fragments.

Step 3. The emulator receives this message and adds on a
timestamp. It also looks up the Node ID in a table and
stamps the X position, Y position and current transmit power
of that node onto the message. This stamped message is
called a fragment. In this example, the fragment from node 1
is stamped with (x= � 18.2, y=7.2, tx range=24.0, timestamp =
226) and node 2 is stamped with (x=1.0, y=4.2, tx
range=24.0, timestamp = 224).

Step 4. The fragment is added to the fragment pool. Another
thread, working slightly behind current time, tc, scans the
pool for the fragments within a fixed time period te to te+q,
where te is the starting time of that time period and q is length
of the time period to be considered. The emulator ensures
that te+q will lag tc by at least q so that each time period is
just slightly in the past. If the emulator becomes over
burdened by an influx of data, this lag between te and tc will
become more noticeable.

Step 5. The emulator iterates though the list of receiving
nodes and checks to see if they are able to receive any of the
fragments found within the time period te to te+q. In this
example, te is 220 and q is 10 so the two fragments with
timestamps of 224 and 226 can be considered.

Step 6. If a node is able to receive a fragment then that
fragmentis sentto thatnode'sJEmuRadiolayer.If a nodeis
able to receive more than one fragment then there is a
collision; dependingon how the user has configured the
emulator,the fragmentscaneitherbe scrambled,droppedor
evendeliveredbacksequentiallyto the JEmuRadiolayer as
if the collision did not occur. Finally, the emulator expires all
processed fragments (ie. with a timestamp less than te+q)
from the pool and te is advanced by q. In figure 3 we cansee
that only node3 can receivethe tranmissionfrom node2.
Node1 andnode2 hearcollisionsasbothof thosenodesare
within eachother'stransmissionrangesandhavetransmitted
a fragment at the sametime (or more correctly, with the
sametime period).The emulatorcanbe configuredto send
to the node's JEmu Radio layers both the fragments
(collisionsignored),a corruptedfragmentor no fragmentsat
all.  

This design allows for hidden and exposednode packet
collisionsand also for collisions to be 'turnedoff' so that a
receiver sequentially hears both (or more) collided
fragments.For sometestingof high level routingalgorithms,
we have often found it useful to use the emulator with
collisions turnedoff as at that stageof designthis level of
detailis not of immediate concern to us.

5. User Experience of JEmu

JEmu has been designed to enable the ad � hoc routing
protocol designer to create and manipulate wireless scenarios
with ease. After starting the JEmu emulator, client stacks

x y tx range

node 1 -18.2 7.2 24.0

node 2 1.0 4.2 24.0

node 3 19.6 -4.0 24.0

Table 1. Positions and transmit ranges of the nodes.

Figure 3. The three nodes are dragged into position.

Figure 4. Sequence of events inside JEmu as nodes 1 and 2 each
broadcast a fragment.
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canconnectto it. As a stackconnectsto theemulator,a node
appearsin the emulator'smain consolewindow; figure 5
showsa typical screenshotof the console– the userhereis
settingsome of the visualisation options.

Theusercanplacenodesby draggingthemwith themouse.
Doubleclicking on a nodeallows the userto alter a node’s
radio parameters,such as transmit power level. JEmu has
basicautomaticmovementoptions (suchas drunkenwalk)
andexplict controls for unidirectional radio behaviour.

For traffic visualisation purposes, JEmu allows the size and
shape of each node to change as network traffic passes
though it � as a node transmits data it gets fatter, as it
receives data it gets taller. On a network with many nodes it
is useful to see which nodes are being active with a quick
glance at the console window; one can see waves of
streching nodes as a routing protocol performs a broadcast or
is establishing a path between two nodes.

6. Implementation, Performance and Future
work

The JEmuemulatorhasbeenimplementedin Java1.3 and
has been tested under both Windows 2000 and Debian
Linux. Java1.3’s HotSpotoptimisingbytecodecompilerand
virtual machine offers enough computational power to
comfortablyemulatea twelve nodenetwork on a 400MHz
Pentium II with all visualisation options turned on. The
JEmulayer in the JEmustackis written in C andcompiled
for a Win32 or WindowsCE platform.

Future work on JEmu includes parallelizing the main
emulation engine and adding more facilities for node
movementpatternsand traffic visualisationtools. To speed
up theemulatorandallow muchlargernumbersof nodesto
beemulated,parallelizationof thecoreeventprocessoris an
option. Due to the way the JEmu Emulator works by
iterating thougheachnodeto seewhat they can 'hear'in a
giventime period,asopposedto sequentiallyprocessingand
resolving events, it is possible to unroll this loop into
multiple parallel threadsand simultaneouslyresolvewhich
fragmentscan be heardby which nodesand which nodes

will hearcollisions. On a network with a large numberof
nodes it may be advantageousto run the emulator on a
computerwith multiple CPUsasthe threadscanbeexecuted
in parallel.Visualisationtools might includecolouringnode
connectorlines dependingon traffic direction, or simple
graphingtools to record traffic between nodes.

7. Conclusions

Being able to dynamically and interactively test an ad � hoc
network'sroutingprotocolat a high level is essential.At the
initial design stages,being able to quickly try out new
conceptsand ideas is more important than analyzing the
minutaeof a protocol'sperformancein a givenscenario.The
NTRG havefound that JEmumeetsthis need,moreso than
using exising simulatorsand user feedbackfrom routing
protocoldesignerswithin theNTRG towardsJEmuhasbeen
very positive. While detailed simulationsare essentialfor
debuggingand performanceanalysisof a protocol and the
stackthat it residesin, usinga realstackbut only emulating
thethe radio layer achieves realistic results in real time.
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Figure 5. The JEmu console.


